THESIS EVALUATION AND DEPOSIT RD99/2011
The time estimated between the beginning of the process of evaluation of the thesis and the reading can exceed three months
A.1 conventional thesis process of evaluation
1.-Activity report issued and signed by the coordinator of the program
2.-Thesis draft
3.-Thesis abstract
4.-Quality: report issued by the program coordinator
5.-Anti-plagiarism thesis report: https://turnitin.com
6.-Proposal of five evaluators (*) + credentials of the “sexenios” (**):
- Complete all the fields on the form.
- Publications should be verified through the web: https://orcid.org/.
- dates in the format: dd/mm/yy.
- For foreing researchers, sexenios will be stimated by the UMH library services,
providing the following information:
tUNESCO code: ORCID code: scientific araa.
7.-Doctorado select 3 evaluators.
8.- The evaluators will issue a positive or negative report to doctorate.
9.-Authorization of the deposit or corrections in the case of negative reports.
A.2 Evaluation of thesis by publications
1.-Activity report issued and signed by the coordinator of the program
2.-Thesis draft
3.-Thesis abstract
4.-Publications
5.-Anti-plagiarism thesis report: https://turnitin.com
6.-Original signatures of the co-authors (**).
7.-Confidentiality agreement if neccesary.
8.- Authorization of the deposit.
International Thesis (Documentation to be added to the evaluation phase)
a)Certificate of the Institute/University/Centre where the stay has been conducted. Minimum 3
months.
b)Report of the Coordinator of the program validating the stay of the student.
c) Proposal of 5 evaluators (3 + 2 foreigners). This also applies to international thesis by
publications.
-In the case of international thesis by publications, PhD select 3 evaluators but they do not
emit evaluation
-Same guidelines that in conventional thesis (A.1 (point 6).

B.Thesis deposit (see document UMH Procedimiento depósito de tesis)
1.-Proposal of ten evaluators (*) + credentials of the “sexenios” (**):
-You may include the five previous evaluators
-With the same characteristics than the previous (see section A 6).
2.-Doctorado select the members of the thesis committee.
3.-Doctorado autorizes the deposit.
4.-The thesis is keept 10 working days in deposit.
5.-The secretary of the committee announces with at least 15 days
the place, date and time of the thesis defense.

Remarks:
The evaluators cannot be linked to the UMH. The proposed experts should not belong to the
same university or agency. Should at least have two foreign referees
(*) evaluators profile, committee profile, and other documents, can be found in:
http://estudios.umh.es/doctorado/impresos-de-lectura-de-tesis-adaptados-a-estudiantes-del-rd992011/
(**) See model

